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Granite Gear’s New Wheeled Packable Duffels Pack Into Carrying Case 
 
Two Harbors, MN – January 12, 2015 – Adapt to the present situation. Granite Gear’s new 
Wheeled Packable Duffels do just that, whether at the airport, on a bus, in the city streets or 
on a trail in Chile. Declared by testers as adaptable, durable and the ultimate gear mover, these 
duffels travel and carry with ease and then pack down to a small carrying case for space-saving 
storage.  
 

Similar in features to the original Packable Duffels, their non-wheeled counterparts, the Wheeled 
Packable Duffels also carried by hand with the reinforced padded handles, over-the-shoulder, or 
as a backpack with its load-stabilizing and adjustable sternum straps. The carrying case, which 
the full duffle can pack in to, can be attached to the bag via MOLLE Loops as an extra 
compartment. 
 
Other design features include: 

 Complete Taurpalite Fabric Construction for Maximum Protection Against Elements 
 Large U-Shaped Zippered Main Compartment with Zipper Storm Flap 
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 Fully Packable Duffel Design Packs into Carrying Case 
 Barrier Zipper Tricot Lined Pocket for Valuables 
 Multiple Webbing Haul Handles 
 MOLLE Lash Points for Easy Attachments 
 Removable, Adjustable Shoulder Strap 

 
Available in two sizes: Large: 30" weighs 3.38 lbs and carries 100 liters. MSRP: $89.99. Extra Large: 
36" weights 3.93 lbs and carries 145 liters. MSRP: $99.99. Colors: Basalt/Flint, Black/Flint. 
 
The Wheeled Packable Duffel bags will debut at Winter Outdoor Retailer at the Granite Gear 
booth, #4037, and will hit retailer stores in May 2015. 
 
About Granite Gear 
For 28 independent years, Granite Gear has brought cutting-edge products to the outdoor 
marketplace. Their award-winning backpacks, adventure travel gear, extensive variety of storage 
sacks, lifestyle accessories, and canoe gear offer excellence in design and construction. Granite 
Gear’s desire is for all outdoor enthusiasts and travelers to experience the incredible durability 
and comfort of their products. Located in Northern Minnesota, just minutes from the Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness and the Superior Hiking Trail, they have a rugged and beautiful 
testing ground for their products. 
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